# Room by Room Cleaning List

## Half Bath
- Clean Mirror
- Clean Vanity & Sink
- Wipe Down Fixtures & Surfaces
- Clean Toilet
- Vacuum & Wash Floor

## Kitchen
- Wipe Down Fixtures
- Wipe Down Door & Drawer Fronts
- Clear & Clean Counters
- Wipe Down Appliances
- Clean Sink
- Vacuum & Wash Floor

## Dining Room
- Tidy Up
- Dust
- Wipe Down Fixtures
- Vacuum Furniture & Floor
- Wash Floor (if necessary)

## Living Room
- Tidy Up
- Dust
- Wipe Down Fixtures
- Vacuum Furniture & Floor
- Wash Floor (if necessary)

## Bathroom
- Clean Mirror
- Clean Vanity & Sink
- Wipe Down Fixtures & Surfaces
- Clean Tub/Shower
- Clean Toilet
- Vacuum & Wash Floor

## Master Bedroom
- Tidy Up
- Dust
- Wipe Down Fixtures
- Vacuum Furniture & Floor
- Change Bedding
- Wash Floor (if necessary)

## Bedroom
- Tidy Up
- Dust
- Wipe Down Fixtures
- Vacuum Furniture & Floor
- Change Bedding
- Wash Floor (if necessary)

## Bedroom
- Tidy Up
- Dust
- Wipe Down Fixtures
- Vacuum Furniture & Floor
- Change Bedding
- Wash Floor (if necessary)

## Laundry Room
- Dust
- Wipe Down Fixtures
- Wipe Down Washer & Dryer
- Tidy Laundry Supplies
- Vacuum & Wash Floor

## Basement/Family Room
- Tidy Up
- Dust
- Wipe Down Fixtures
- Vacuum Furniture & Floor

## Supplies
- Vacuum
- Rags
- Duster
- All Purpose Cleaner
- Bathroom Cleaner
- Garbage Bags
- Broom
- Toilet brush
- Glass Cleaner
- Garbage Bags
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